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1. Introduction. Let A be a ring isomorphic to the ring j£fM, N) of all

continuous linear transformations on a pair of dual vector spaces (M, N) over

a division ring D—i.e. on a weakly topologized vector space M. Such a ring

will be called a continuous transformation ring. (For further details on weak

topologies and continuous transformation rings, see §2 and the references

given there.) Important special cases are (1) when N is the full dual of M

then A is any completely primitive ring: all linear transformations on a vector

space; (2) when M is finite dimensional then the topology is discrete and A

becomes a typical simple ring with minimum condition; (3) when M is one-

dimensional, A is a division ring (anti-isomorphic to D); and (4) the ring of

all bounded operators on a Banach space.

Following Artin [l ], the Galois theory of A consists in studying the sub-

rings Co of A which are invariant rings under groups of automorphisms of A

(the group being finite in some sense). In particular, if Co is such a ring and

r0 the group of all automorphisms of A over Co, we develop the usual Galois

correspondence between certain subgroups of r0 and subrings of A containing

Co.

This has already been done successfully in the special cases (1), (2), (3),

listed above—for division rings by Cartan [3] and Jacobson [9], for simple

rings with minimum condition by Hochschild [6] and Nakayama [15], and

for completely primitive rings by Dieudonne [5] and Nakayama [15]. An

excellent exposition and revision of these results is found in a book by Jacob-

son soon to appear in the Colloquium series of the American Mathematical

Society. The authors are particularly indebted to Professor Jacobson for

the use of the manuscript of this book.

In all these special cases, except when A is a field, the Galois correspond-

ence does not pair off an arbitrary subgroup with an intermediate ring. For

example, if T is a subgroup of To paired with a subring C oi A then we want T

to consist of all automorphisms of A over C. This imposes the following

condition on T: if Ix and /,, are inner automorphisms (by x and y) lying in T,

i.e., if x and y commute elementwise with C, then Ix+y (if it exists) must also

be in T. A group satisfying this condition is called complete (cf. (4.2)). A
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counterexample due to Teichmuller [6, p. 298] shows that except in case of

division rings yet another hypothesis must be added (4.4). Following Hoch-

schild [6, p. 295] and Nakayama [15, p. 281], we combine these two condi-

tions with our finiteness assumptions in the definition of a regular group

(§4). We also restrict the class of intermediate rings to be continuous trans-

formation rings (even in the classical theory of fields we restrict ourselves to

intermediate rings which are fields) satisfying a simple condition dictated by

the Teichmuller counterexample.

As soon as Artin's approach to Galois theory is adopted, it becomes clear

that the first natural object of study is not the group T0 of automorphisms of

A but a related ring P0 of endomorphisms of M: If 7Gr0 then the auto-

morphism a—*ay can be effected by an inner automorphism a—*s_1as of the

ring of endomorphisms of the additive group M where 5 and s_1 are continu-

ous P-semilinear transformations [ll, p. 266]. However 5 is not unique,

it is arbitrary to the extent of multiplying (on either side since 5 is semilinear)

by a scalar operator in D. Thus the elements y in To pair off in a 1-1 manner

with certain one-dimensional P-spaces of continuous endomorphisms:

B(y) =sD. Bo is the sum YyGT<>B(y), which to a large extent substitutes for

To.
In some respects P0 is a simpler object than T0 since it consists of operators

on M (just as A already does) rather than operators on the ring of operators

A. §4 is devoted to the relation between P's and T's, the principal 1-1 cor-

respondence being enunciated in Theorem 2.

The ring Co of invariants under To is easy to locate in terms of Bo- Indeed,

Co is the centralizer (commuting ring) of Po in the ring of all continuous endo-

morphisms of the additive group M. Thus we are led to study centralizers of

certain rings of continuous endomorphisms. §3 is devoted to this subject,

the fundamental centralizer theorem being Theorem 1. The full force of this

theorem is not actually needed for the Galois theory proper. A specialized

version sufficient for these purposes has already been studied by one of us

[16]. However, Theorem 1 is of independent interest. In the special case (3)

above, it (together with Proposition 2) reduces to the Jacobson-Bourbaki

theorem [3, p. 63].

The Galois correspondence (Theorem 3, §5) then appears as the com-

posite of the two correspondences: automorphism groups <-> endomorphism

rings and endomorphism rings <-> continuous transformation rings.

Besides the Galois correspondence, §5 contains two other theorems of

standard type: one (Theorem 4) on extension of isomorphisms, whose proof,

once we are given our Theorem 1, follows closely the lines of Nakayama's

proof of the corresponding theorem for simple rings with minimum condition

[15, Lemma 1.3]; and one (Theorems 5 and 5') giving necessary and sufficient

conditions for an intermediate ring to be Galois (normal) over the base ring

(cf. the discussion before Theorem 5).
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2. Notations and background. In this section we gather together the basic

facts we need on dual spaces, weak topology, primitive rings with minimal

one-sided ideals, and completely reducible modules. We also establish the

notations that will be used in the rest of the paper.

Throughout this paper M and N will denote a fixed pair of dual vector

spaces over a division ring D. That is, M is a right vector space over D and

N is a total (left) subspace of the full dual of M. (Cf. [4, pp. 61-63 ] where our

remarks on dual spaces and weak topology are to be found.) Given M and

N there is an associated weak topology on M, a subbase at zero consisting of

the kernels of the functionals in N. The resulting topological vector space is

said to be weakly topologized. (A weak topology on a vector space M over D

could be defined independently of N in the following manner: a subbase at

0 is a specified collection of subspaces of finite codimension with zero inter-

section.) N can also be retrieved from the topology: N is exactly the set of all

continuous linear functionals from M to D, with D carrying the discrete topol-

ogy. This topology behaves in special ways relative to vector subspaces:

(2.1) Every weakly topologized finite-dimensional vector space is discrete. In

particular, if Vis a finite-dimensional subspace of a weakly topologized space, V

is discrete and closed. Since the subspace neighborhoods of zero in V satisfy

the minimum condition, their intersection is 0 only if some finite intersection

is already 0, which makes the point 0 open. If V is a subspace of M then the

induced topology on V is indeed a weak topology and so V is discrete, hence

complete, hence closed in M.

(2.2) If M is weakly topologized, a vector subspace W of M is open (is a

neighborhood of zero) if and only if it is closed and has finite codimension. "If":

M/W is discrete by (2.1) and W is the inverse image of the open set 0 in

M/W. "Only if": Any open subgroup Woi a topological group is the comple-

ment of a union of open cosets of W, hence is closed. Furthermore W con-

tains a neighborhood V oi 0 which is a finite intersection of kernels of func-

tionals. Thus V and W have finite codimension.

For the sake of completeness we also remark that a vector subspace is

closed if and only if W is its own double annihilator: W= the set of all vectors

in M which are mapped on 0 by all functionals in N which map Won 0.

We make the following notational conventions: All function symbols will

be written on the right, e.g. Mf will denote the images of all the vectors in

M under the mapping /, and consequently the product fg of two functions

will denote the result of first applying/ and then g. If mCM and nCN then

instead of mn for the image in D associated to m by the functional n we use

the more established notation (m, n). If B is a collection of functions on a

set M and UCM, we use B\ U to denote the collection of restrictions of the

functions in E to U. Finally, if C is a subring of A we use ^4(C) to denote the

centralizer oi Cm A: the set of all elements in A which commute with every

element of C.
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This paper is concerned almost exclusively with rings of endomorphisms

of the additive group M. We denote by E the ring of all such endomorphisms

and by Ec the ring of all continuous endomorphisms. In particular each

scalar in D produces an endomorphism on M which we identify with that

scalar; in other words we shall assume DdE (and in fact DdEc since the

neighborhoods of 0 are P-spaces).

Our main object of study is the ring A =jQfM, N) of all continuous linear

transformations on the weakly topologized vector space M. A linear trans-

formation a on M is continuous if and only if for every / in N the functional

«->(ws, /) is again an element of N [10, Lemma 3]. If this is the case we

denote this functional by fa* so that

(ma,f) = (m,fa*)

and a* becomes a linear mapping on N. It is trivial to verify that a—>a* is an

anti-isomorphism of A onto a ring of operators on N.

In the sequel we shall have to consider a class of rings somewhat more

general than continuous transformation rings; namely primitive rings with

minimal right ideals (abbreviated to P.M.I, rings), and accordingly we list

some of their properties here. If ^4 is a P.M.I, ring, there exists a pair of dual

vector spaces (M, N) over a division ring D such that J(M, N) dA dJ^(M, N)

where J(M, N) is the ring of all continuous finite-valued(2) linear transforma-

tions on the weakly topologized space M [10, Theorem 8]. J(M, N) is also

equal to the sum of all the minimal right ideals in A. It is a simple ring and

in fact is the minimal two-sided ideal in A, called the socle of A [8, p. 317].

If A is a P.M.I, ring both M and its topology (i.e. both M and N) can be

obtained from A in the following manner:

(2.3) M, as a faithful irreducible right A-module, is A isomorphic to any

other such module; e.g. M is A-isomorphic to any minimal right ideal of A (D of

course is the set of A-endomorphisms of M) [8, p. 318].

(2.4) A vector subspace W of M is open (is a neighborhood of 0) if and only

if it is the kernel of a socle element of A. If e is in the socle of A, Me is finite-

dimensional and so discrete by (2.1). Thus the kernel of e, being the inverse

image of the open set 0, is open. Conversely if IF is an open subspace, let V

be a complement of IF. Then, by (2.2), F is finite-dimensional and so the

projection of M on V along (i.e. annihilating) IF is an element of J(M, N)

with kernel IF.
Since by (2.3) any faithful irreducible right A -module M' is ^-isomorphic

to M, it follows that if we topologize M' by letting the neighborhoods of 0 be

the kernels of socle elements, we obtain a topological vector space homeo-

morphic to M. We shall speak of this topology as the weak topology that A

induces on a faithful irreducible right module.

The hypothesis P.M.I, is actually right-left symmetric: a P.M.I, ring

(2) I.e. having a range which is a finite-dimensional vector space over D.
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also has minimal left ideals whose sum is the socle [10, p. 13]. There is only

one faithful irreducible left .4-module and so ii A is a P.M.I, ring with

J(M, N)CAC£(M, N), N is A -isomorphic to any faithful irreducible left

.4-module.

We shall have much occasion to deal with completely reducible modules

as well as irreducible ones. The standard results are the following [14, pp.

63-66]:
Let G be a collection of endomorphisms of an abelian group P, so that

P is a C7-module. Without loss of generality G may be taken to be a ring:

If G is not a ring, replace it by the ring of endomorphisms it generates. E

is called completely reducible—we shall sometimes refer to G as completely

reducible—in case P is a sum of irreducible G-modules. In this case P is the

direct sum of some of these irreducible modules. Every submodule has a com-

plementary submodule and is itself completely reducible. If P is expressed as

a direct sum of irreducible submodules, then every irreducible submodule is

isomorphic to one of the direct summands.

The cardinal number of direct summands is an invariant which is called

the dimension of P over G and is denoted by dim (P/G). In an important

special case we use a slightly different notation for this dimension: If P is a

ring with unit and G a division subring with the same unit (or rather G is the

ring of right multiplication on P by the elements of the division subring)

then P is a completely reducible (right) G-module whose dimension we write

as [E:C7]r or just as [E:G] if G is in the center of P.

(2.5) If P is a completely reducible G-module then every finitely generated

submodule has finite dimension and conversely. (Thus "finite submodule" may

be used unambiguously for either of these concepts.) Since P is a sum of

irreducible modules, each element of P, and hence each finitely generated

submodule of P, is contained in a finite sum of these irreducible modules. Such

a finite sum has finite dimension and so has each of its submodules. The con-

verse is trivial.

Let P be expressed as ^Zq Pa ( ^Z& denotes direct sum) with Pa irreduci-

ble and let E0 be a fixed irreducible submodule. The sum of all E«'s isomorphic

to E0 is a submodule of P called a homogeneous component of P. It is actually

the sum of all submodules of P isomorphic to P0. P is the direct sum of all

its homogeneous components. P (or sometimes G) is called homogeneous in

case there is only one homogeneous component, i.e. all the irreducible sub-

modules of P are isomorphic.

Finally, we need the following results:

(2.6) If C is a ring of endomorphisms of M which is completely reducible

and homogeneous and if R is a nonzero right ideal in C, then MR = M. If Ma is

any irreducible submodule, MaR = 0 or Ma. If MaR = 0 then R annihilates

every (isomorphic) irreducible submodule and so annihilates their sum con-

tradicting Ej^O. Hence MaR = Ma and MR contains every Ma, hence their

sum, M.
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(2.7) 2/ C is a P.M.I, ring of endomorphisms on M with socle S, then M is a

homogeneous completely reducible C-module if and only if MS = M. If M=MS

then M = YmF, the sum ranging over all m in M and all the minimal right

ideals P in C. But mR is a C-homomorph of P and so is zero or an irreducible

C-module. The converse is an immediate consequence of (2.6).

The result (2.7) may be found in Jacobson's forthcoming book mentioned

earlier; the "if" part is already in [5, p. 158].

3. Completely reducible rings. In this section we study a completely re-

ducible subring C of A —^(M, N) and its centralizer EC(C) in the ring of all

continuous endomorphisms of M, i.e. the set of those continuous endo-

morphisms which commute with the elements of C. Without restrictions of

continuity such studies can already be found in [17, §119] and [4, pp. 156-

158]. (Of particular significance here is the so-called Jacobson-Bourbaki

theorem [3, p. 53] to which our results reduce if A is a division ring.) The

case where the centralizer is generated by finitely many continuous semilinear

transformations has already been studied by one of us in [16]. In the present

section, with no mention of semilinear transformations, we are forced to treat

M and N in an asymmetric fashion, since there is no natural way of having

EC(C) act on N. This is the principal difference from the approach in [16,

Theorem l]. It allows us to produce a satisfactory duality theorem (Theo-

rem 1), though, as indicated in the introduction, in the situations arising in

§§4 and 5 the hypotheses used in [16] are actually fulfilled and the conclu-

sions in [16] are sufficient to carry out our proofs.

Theorem 1. Let Q be the class of all subrings C of A =£(M, N) satisfying

the conditions

(i)   C is a continuous transformation ring with socle S,

(ii) MS=M,
(iii) NS* = N,
(iv) S is contained in the socle of A.

Let <B be the class of all subrings of Ec containing D and satisfying

(i*) P is completely primitive with socle T,

(ii*) MT = M,
(iii*) The right D-dimension of a minimal right ideal of B is finite.

Then the correspondence C—>EC(C), B—>EC(B) is a 1-1 correspondence between

Q and <B. If C in Q and <B in B correspond then: (1) B=EC(C) =E(C) so that

every endomorphism commuting with Cis continuous. (2) If B is all linear trans-

formations on a space of dimension i$ then the dimension of M over C is also N.

(3) M is an irreducible B C-module.

Before we begin the proof, we remark that if A and C are simple with

minimum condition and have the same identity element, then (i)-(iv) are

automatic. For the first part of the proof of Theorem 1 (through (3.13)) we

shall use P for a ring in <B, C for EC(B), and shall show that CGC an^ Ee(C)
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= B. We begin with a pair of topological lemmas (3.1) and (3'.2) which

eliminate essentially all difficulties with continuity. These and the several

succeeding lemmas may be thought of as lifting to B and C several of the

important properties of D and A (note, for example, that D = E(A) =EC(A)).

(3.1) A fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in M can be chosen so as

to consist of B-modules. Let X be a E-space neighborhood of 0. It suffices to

show that X contains an open E-module. Let J be a minimal right ideal in

B and bi, ■ • • ,bn a basis of I over D. Since each bi is continuous, there are

neighborhoods Xt of 0 with XjbiCX. Let Y={]Xi. Then YbiCX and YI
= zZYbiDCX. Then YI is a E-module contained in X. We shall show that
YI has finite codimension over D. Let Y+F=M with E a finite-dimensional

E-space. Then YI+FI = MI= M (2.6) so that a complement of YI may be

found in FI. But if Xi, • • • , xm is a basis of E over D, each XjE is a finite

sum of irreducible E-modules (2.5) each of which is finite-dimensional over D,

so that FIC zZxiB is finite-dimensional over D. Thus YI is a E-module with

finite-dimensional complement and contained in X. A straightforward argu-

ment shows that the closure of YI is also a E-module contained in X with

finite codimension, which makes it open as required (2.2).

(3.2) Let U be a finite B-submodule of M. Then there is an open B-module

W such that M= U®W. U is a sum of a finite number of irreducible B-

modules, each of which is finite over D. Thus U is a finite E-space and carries

the discrete topology (2.1). Then 0 is open in U and so equals UC\Wi where

Wi is a E-module neighborhood of zero in M. Let W2 be a E-complement of

U® Wi—which exists because (ii*) makes M a completely reducible E-mod-

ule (2.7). Then W=Wi + W2 is a E-complement of U which is open since it

contains the open set W\.

(3.3) Any B-homomorphism of a finite B-submodule U into M can be ex-

tended to an element of C. Write M= U® W as in (3.2) and define the exten-

sion by making it vanish on W. The extension is continuous because its kernel

contains W and so is open.

(3.4) Every finite B-module is the image of a finite-valued idempotent in C;

and, conversely, every finite-valued idempotent in C is projection on a finite

B-module. Given a finite E-module U, U=Me where e is projection on U

along W (W chosen as in (3.3)). Conversely, if e is finite-valued and in C,

then Me is a E-module finite over D, hence also finite over B.

In particular, every irreducible E-module is the image of a finite-valued

idempotent in C. We shall refer to such an idempotent as an irreducible

idempotent. It turns out that the irreducible idempotents are exactly the

idempotents which generate minimal right ideals in C [cf. footnote 4].

(3.5) If xCM, there exists a finite-valued idempotent e in C with xe = x.

Thus if xe = 0 for every finite-valued idempotent in C (or even for every irreduci-

ble idempotent in C), then x = 0. Since xB is a finite sum of irreducible E-

modules, each of which is finite-dimensional, projection on xB (3.4) will send
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x into itself. The second assertion is clear once we note that every finite-

valued idempotent in C is a sum of irreducible idempotents in C: li U= Me

is a finite-dimensional P-module, let M= U® Wand U=UX® • ■ ■ ©L7„with

Ui irreducible, and let e< be projection on U, along

Pi e • ■ • e Ui-i © ui+i © • • • © u„ © if.

Then ef is irreducible and e = Ye*-

(3.6) Let U be an irreducible B-module in M, U=Me with e an irreducible

idempotent in C. Then the division ring of B-endomorphisms of U is eCe\ U(z).

eCe does send U into U and commute with P. Conversely, any P-endo-

morphism c on U may be extended to an element c in C by (3.3), and then

c = ece.

(3.7) 2/ U and e are as in (3.6), then UC= MeC=M. Every irreducible

P-module in M is P-isomorphic to U, hence is of the form Uc for some c in

C by (3.3). Thus UC contains the sum of all irreducible P-submodules of M.

Since B is completely reducible, this last sum is M.

(3.8) B=Ee(C)=E(C). Let B=E(C) and let_U=Me be an irreducible

P-module with edC. Then U is a P-module and B induces eCe-linear trans-

formations on U (i.e., B commutes with e and with eCe). Now P, being com-

pletely primitive, induces all linear transformations on its irreducible module,

so for every 5 in B, there is a b in P with b = l on U. Since UC=M and both

6 and 5 commute with C, b = b on M. Thus BdEc(C)dE(C)dB.
This establishes half of the 1-1 correspondence of our theorem, except

that we have yet to show that CdQ- This we proceed to do.

(3.9) C contains no nilpotent ideals. If I is such an ideal and if e is any

irreducible idempotent in C, then ele is a nilpotent ideal in eCe. But eCe is a

division ring by (3.6) and Schur's Lemma (it is clear that eCe is isomorphic

to eCe\ U) so ele = 0. Then Q = MeIe = MeCIe — MIe. Thus le = 0 for every e

and 1 = 0 by (3.5).
(3.10) It now follows from (3.6) and (3.9) that eC is a minimal right

ideal(4) in C [10, p. 13]. C operates faithfully on eC since eCc = 0 implies

0 = MeCc= UCc = Mc, and c = 0. Thus C is a primitive ring with nonzero

socle 5. Since the socle is the sum of all the minimal right ideals, eCdS and

M = MeCdMS, proving (ii). Furthermore, 5 contains the irreducible idem-

potents of C, which are finite-valued linear transformations. If F is the socle

of A ( = all continuous finite valued linear transformations), then CC^F is an

ideal in C which meets S. Since 5 is a simple ring, Cf^FZ^S, so that C satis-

fies (iv). As a matter of fact, Cr\F = S, since if an element c in C is finite-

(3) eCe\ U denotes the restriction of eCe to U.

{*) This proves that if Me is an irreducible 23-module then eC is a minimal right ideal in C.

Conversely if Me is reducible, then e can be written as a sum of orthogonal idempotents in

eCe as in the proof of (3.5) and eC is not minimal.
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valued, then Mc is a finite E-module, Mc = Me with e an idempotent in 5,

c = ceCS.

(3.11) C satisfies (iii). lifCN, (3.1) asserts there is an open E-module W

contained in the kernel of /. Let U be a E-complement of W and e the pro-

jection on U along W. Then e is a finite-valued idempotent in C, by(2.2) and

W=M(l-e). Furthermore e is in Cf\F = S. Then 0 = (W, f) = (M [l -e], f)

= (M, f[l-e]*) so that f(I-e*) =0, f=fe*CNS* for every/in N.
(3.12) If C is a P.M.I, subring of A (i.e. a primitive subring with minimal

ideals) with socle S satisfying (iii) and (iv), then an equivalent system of neigh-

borhoods of zero in M is the collection of all kernels of elements of S(6). Thus if

V is an irreducible C-module in M, the topology induced on V as a subset of

M is the same as the weak topology V carries as an irreducible module over

the P.M.I, ring C.

Since the elements of .S are in the socle of A by (iv), their kernels are neigh-

borhoods of 0 (2.4). On the other hand every neighborhood of zero is an inter-

section of kernels of functionals/ in N, so it is sufficient to exhibit for each/

in N an element e in 5 whose kernel lies in the kernel of /. Since NS* = N,

f= zZf*s* with SiCS and fiCN. Choose an idempotent e in 5 such that
eSi = S( for all i [12, Theorem 9]. Then/e*=/, so that if W is the kernel of e,

(W,f) = (W, fe*) = (We,f)=0andW is in the kernel of/.
Therefore if V is an irreducible C-module, the neighborhoods of 0 in the

topology induced by M may be taken as the kernels in V oi elements of 5. By

(2.4) these are precisely the neighborhoods of zero in the weak C-topology.

(3.13) If BCB and C = EC(B) then C is a continuous transformation ring.

Let V he an irreducible C-module in M topologized as a subset of M. By (3.12)

this makes V a weakly-topologized vector space over the commuting division

ring A of C\ V, and it suffices to show that C induces all continuous A-linear

transformations on V.

M is a direct sum of irreducible submodules C-submodules Va each C-

isomorphic to V (2.7). Any isomorphism of V onto Va may be extended to a

C-endomorphism ba on M (simply by defining 6« = 0 on a C-complement of

V) so we may write M= zZ®Vba with baCE(C)=B. If we are given a

A-linear transformation c on V we extend it to an endomorphism c on M by

making it commute with each ba. We show first that the resulting c commutes

with every bin B; for this it suffices to check the commutation on every Vba.

If Vbab = 0, then vbabc = 0 =vb„cb and bc = cb on Vba. If Vbab^0 then bab is an

isomorphism of Fso that the elements of Vbab are uniquely expressible in the

form vbab with i£7. Since vbabCM= ^Z® Vbp, it is expressible as zZf> vpbp

with v$ in V. The mapping v-^>v$ is then a single-valued endomorphism of V

which commutes with C. Hence we may write v$ = vhB with 8S an element of A

(6) In fact the coincidence of these two topologies on M is equivalent to (iii) and (iv),

which gives another interpretation of these two hypotheses. See also the discussion of heights

and indices before Proposition 2.
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independent of v. Then vbabc = Yb »S^c = 5Zs *>5gc&0 = 23a vcdpba since c is

A-linear. On the other hand, vbacb=vcbab= Yb vcbpbp, proving cb = bc.

If c is continuous, then c is also continuous: If IF is any neighborhood of

0 in M—W may be chosen as the kernel of an e in 5—we are to find a kernel

JFi of an ex in ,S such that JFicC W. Now WC\ V is a neighborhood of 0 in V

and since c is continuous on V we may find ex in 5 with kernel IFi such that

(Wxr\V)cdWr\V. Now let *= Jj>«b*£Wi with s„£7. Then 0 = .re,
= z^«^<»ei= 2Z("a0i)i,, so that. z>aei = 0 for all a (since YVba is a direct sum).

But then vadWx(~\V so that vacdWC\V, vace = Q, 0= Yv"Ceba= Yvabace

= (xc)e and xcG IF.

This proves cdEc(B) = C, proving (3.13).

(3.8), (3.10), (3.11), and (3.13) prove the first half of our 1-1 correspond-

ence.

Next we start with a C that is assumed to satisfy conditions (i)-(iv) and

prove that its centralizer in Ec is a ring in <B and the double centralizer of C

is again C.

(3.14) If C is a P.M.I, ring satisfying (ii), (iii), (iv) then E(C)=EC(C).

The neighborhoods of zero in M are the kernels of elements of 5 (3.12), and

so are P(C)-modules. Hence each element b in P(C) sends each neighborhood

of 0 into itself, which makes b continuous, so that E(C)dEc(C). The reverse

inclusion is obvious.

(3.15) If CdG and B=EC(C), then Bd®- Since B=E(C), and C is a
completely reducible, homogeneous ring of endomorphisms on M by (i), (ii),

(2.7), and (2.3), standard computations show that the C-endomorphisms of

M (i.e. E(C)) form a completely primitive ring which is completely reducible

on M [5, pp. 156-157]. Thus P satisfies (i*) and (ii*). Since CC^4, P clearly

contains P. As for (iii*), let e be an element of the socle of C. Me is a P-module

finite-dimensional over D by (iv). Any irreducible P-submodule of Me is then

also finite over P. But all irreducible P-modules (including the minimal right

ideals of P) are P-isomorphic, hence P-isomorphic, hence finite over D.

(3.16) If C and B are as in (3.15), if the dimension of M over C is R and B

is isomorphic to all linear transformations on an X''-dimensional space, then

K =K'. This is also a result of the computation in [5, pp. 156-157].

(3.17) If CdG and B=EC(C), then C = EC(B). Let F be an irreducible
C-module in M. Since M is a completely reducible C-module, we can find a

projection -q oi M on V which commutes with C, hence is in P by (3.14)(6).

Exactly as in (3.2) and (3.6) we prove that the centralizer of C on F is yBri] V

so that C\ V consists of continuous 7?P?j-linear transformations. Since C is a

continuous transformation ring, it induces all linear transformations which

are continuous in the weak topology of Fas a C-module; by (3.12) this is the

same as the topology V has as a subset of M. This allows us to carry over the

(6) This yields: Every C-module is closed since it is the kernel of a continuous idempotent.
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proof of (3.8) with C replacing E and V=Mrj replacing U=Me on which B

induced all eCe-linear transformations.

(3.15) and (3.17) complete the proof of the 1-1 correspondence. Conclu-

sions (2) and (1) of Theorem 1 are (3.16) and either (3.8) or (3.14). As for

conclusion (3), if xCM then xB is a sum of irreducible E-modules each of

which, multiplied by C, gives M by (3.7). Thus xBC=M. This completes the

proof of Theorem 1.

For later reference we append three lesser propositions that shed some-

what more light on the nature of Theorem 1.

First, Theorem 1 remains true if we expand <B to the class of all complete

direct sums of completely primitive rings satisfying (ii*) and (iii*), and Q

to the class of all complete direct sums of continuous transformation rings

which satisfy (ii) and (iii) and whose direct summands satisfy (iv).

In Theorem 5' we actually have need of a specialization of this generaliza-

tion which we state as Proposition 1. The proof of the full generalization runs

along similar lines.

Proposition 1. Let B be a semisimple subring of Ec containing D with

[B:D]r< °° (50 that B satisfies the minimum condition, is completely reducible

on M, and satisfies (iii*) as well) and let C = EC(B). Then E(C) =EC(C) =B.

Proof. The proof follows (3.1)-(3.6) verbatim. The proof of (3.7) now

shows that UC is a full homogeneous component of the E-module M. If

E = zZ@ B* is the direct sum decomposition of E into simple rings, it is clear

that the homogeneous components of M are the MBt. The proof of (3.8) may

now easily be adapted to prove Proposition 1: If U is any irreducible B-

module, UCMB, for some i, B\ U = Bi\ U is all eCe-linear transformations

on U and so if B = E(C), every element h of B is matched by an element

biCBi on U. It follows that l = bt on UC= MB{. Now let b= zZ*>i- Then
h = b on every MBi, hence on M. Thus B = B.

In the course of Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 we had occasion more than

once to deal implicitly with the concepts called "index" and "height" by

Dieudonne [5, pp. 159-160]. His discussion was carried out only for com-

pletely primitive rings, but it carries over essentially verbatim to a somewhat

more general situation:

Definition. If A is a P.M.I, ring and C is a P.M.I, subring, then the

index of Cm A, i(A :C), is defined thus: If R = eC is a minimal right ideal in

C, i(A:C) =dim (RA/A).
By a standard computation in [2, p. 102] the index is independent of the

choice of R. The index, of course, is defined when and only when RA is com-

pletely reducible as an A -module, which means by (2.7) RA =RAF = eFCF,

where E is the socle oi A. In other words i(A : C) exists if and only if C satisfies

(iv). When the index is defined, it is finite because every principal right ideal

in E has finite dimension over A.
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Definition. If ^4 is a P.M.I, ring and Cisa P.M.I, subring, then theheight

of A over C, h(A :C), is the C-dimension of a minimal right ideal of A, or, for

that matter, of any faithful irreducible ^-module.

h(A: C) is defined when and only when a faithful irreducible ^4-moduIe M

is completely reducible over C— i.e. when and only when C satisfies (ii).

h(A:C) is what is called the right height in [5]. The left height is defined

similarly using left ideals and exists if and only if C satisfies (iii).

(3.18) 2/ C is a division ring, h(A'. C) is just the C-dimension of a minmal

right ideal of A.

(3.19) If C is a division ring containing the unit of A and i(A : C) is defined,

A is a simple ring with minimum condition and i(A:C) is independent of C and

equals the dimension of the vector space on which A induces all linear trans-

formations.

Proposition 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, i(A : C) =k(B:D) < °o.

If B is a simple ring with minimum condition besides, then also h(A: C)

= i(B:D) and h(A : C)i(A : C) = [B:D]r< ».

Proof. To compute i(A: C), consider a minimal right ideal eC in C. Then

by (iv), eF = eA =eCA is a direct sum Y® e^ oi i(A:C) minimal right ideals

in A whose generators e< may be chosen as orthogonal idempotents with

e= Yei- Then Me= Y^e< is a direct sum of one-dimensional P-spaces

[10, p. 15], so that dim (Me/D)=i(A:C). On the other hand Me is an irre-

ducible P-module (footnote 4), hence is P-isomorphic and so P-isomorphic

to a minimal right ideal in P; therefore dim (Me/D) =h(B:D). Thus i(A : C)

= h(B:D) and (iii*) and (3.18) assert that h(B:D)< oo.

If P is simple with minimum condition, then according to (3.19), conclu-

sion (2) of Theorem 1 is exactly the equality h(A:C)=i(B:D). Finally

h(A : C)i(A : C) =i(B:D)h(B:D) = the number of minimal right ideals in a

direct decomposition of P multiplied by the right P-dimension of each such

ideal = [B:D]r.

Our last observation concerns three continuous transformation rings in

place of two. Up to now we have referred to a ring C as satisfying (i)-(iv) of

Theorem 1, A being understood as fixed. Perhaps it would have been better

to refer to the pair (A, C) as satisfying the conditions. We shall use this

terminology in

Proposition 3. Let A, C, and Co be continuous transformation rings with

AZ)CZ)Co and suppose the pair (A, Co) satisfies (i)-(iv) of Theorem 1. Then

so also do (A, C) and (C, C0). Also h(A:C0)=h(A:C)h(C:C0) and i(A:Co)

= i(A : C)i(C: Co), so that if h(A : Co) is finite, so are h(A : C) and h(C: Co).

Proof. We first prove an elementary lemma.

(3.20) Let R=£(P, Q) be a continuous transformation ring on the pair of

dual spaces (P, Q). Then if g is an idempotent in R, gRg is again a continuous
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transformation ring isomorphic to j(^(Pg, Qg*). Clearly for any r in E, grg in-

duces an element of J(^(Pg, Qg*) on Pg. Conversely if r' is an element of

jQj(Pg, Qg*) it can be extended to an element of gRg by setting Pgr=Pgr',

P(l—g)r = 0. Hence the restriction of grg to Pg produces an isomorphism of

gRg onto £(Pg, Qg*).
Now let e he an idempotent in the socle of Co, then by (iv) it is also in E

and so Me is finite-dimensional overE. Thusc^le is isomorphic to£(Me, Ne*),

a simple ring with minimum condition. Now C is a continuous transformation

ring j£(P, Q), P, Q dual spaces over A, and so Jl^Pe, Qe*) is isomorphic to

eCe. If Pe were infinite-dimensional over A, eCe would contain an infinite

number of orthogonal idempotents [13, p. 63], contradicting eCeCcAe. Thus

Pe is finite-dimensional over A and e is in the socle of C. Hence Sof^S is a

nonzero two-sided ideal in the simple ring So and so So(^\S = SoCS, so that

C satisfies (ii), (iii). Finally since SoCF, SC\F is a nonzero two-sided ideal in

the simple ring S and so SC\F=SCF and (iv) is also satisfied by C. This

proves that (A, C) satisfies (i)—(iv) and (C, Co) satisfies (iv). To show (C, Co)

satisfies (ii) it suffices to show that any one irreducible C-module V is com-

pletely reducible as a Co-module (2.3). This is automatic if we choose VCM

since MSo = M by assumption and so V is a submodule of a completely re-

ducible Co-module. The proof that (C, Co) satisfies (iii) is similar with TV

(a typical irreducible left ^4-module) replacing M.

Now that all heights and indices are known to exist, the multiplicative

behavior of heights and indices is a trivial consequence of the definitions,

which completes the proof of Proposition 3.

4. Endomorphism rings and groups. The major part of the work involved

in the Galois theory consists in developing in more detail the connection be-

tween automorphism groups on A and endomorphism rings in Ec that was

sketched in §1.

The methods we use were originally developed by Nakayama [15] in

somewhat different form. Our exposition follows closely the treatment in

Jacobson's forthcoming book, with some minor improvements. Since this

book is not yet available it seems best to give in detail those parts that are

needed.

It is well known [ll, p. 266] that every automorphism y of A is of the

form a—^s^as with 5 and s_1 continuous semilinear transformations; and

conversely. The pairing of automorphisms on A and semilinear transforma-

tions on M is formalized in the next two definitions:

Definition. If s is a continuous semilinear transformation having a con-

tinuous inverse, define T(s) to be the automorphism a^s^as of A. If E is a

ring of continuous endomorphisms, define T(E) to be the group of all auto-

morphisms T(s) with 5 ranging over the semilinear transformations which are

units in E.

Definition. If y is an automorphism of A, define B(y) as the set of all
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continuous semilinear transformations s on M, such that 5 and s_1 are con-

tinuous and r(s)=7. If V is a group of automorphisms of A, define P(r)

= £rGr B(y).

Several elementary properties of P(7) and T(s) are clear:

(4.1) B(y)=sD=Ds where s is any nonzero element of B(y);

t(ss') = r(s)r(s').

As for P(r) and T(B), our aim in this section is to establish the fact that

under suitable conditions P—>r(P); T—>P(r) is a duality between automor-

phism groups r and rings P. More explicitly the groups and rings we con-

sider are described in the definition below.

Definition. If T is a group of automorphisms of A we define Pr as the

subring generated by the linear transformations 5 with T(s) GT (equivalently

the set of all finite sums of such s's). (Note that Pr contains the center of A

which is a field.) The corresponding set of T(s) will be denoted by Ir; it is the

set of inner automorphisms of A that lie in T and is a normal subgroup of T.

Definition [6, p. 295], [15, p. 281]. A group T of automorphisms of A

is called regular in case:

(4.2) If 5 is any element in Pr, then T(s) is already in T (this is the com-

pleteness hypothesis of §1).

(4.3) The index [r:Ir] of Ir in T and the dimension [Pr:Z] of Pr over

the center of Z of A are both finite. The product of these two integers is

called the reduced order of T.

(4.4) Pr is a simple ring (the hypothesis dictated by Teichmiiller's

counterexample [6, p. 298]).

Definition. We let <B0 denote the class of rings P satisfying

(4.5) B is a simple subring of Ec containing D, and having finite right

dimension over D (thus P satisfies the minimum condition).

(4.6) P is spanned over P by semilinear transformations^).

(4.7) Af\B is simple.

Note that <B0 is a subclass of the class <8 of endomorphism rings con-

sidered in §3.

Theorem 2. P—>r(P), T—>P(r) establish a 1-1 correspondence between the

regular automorphism groups T and the rings B in Bo- 2/P<->r then also

[B:D\ = reduced order of T,

AC\B = TT.

We start with a group T of automorphisms of A and write P =P(r). We

shall only impose the regularity hypotheses on T as they become necessary.

Then

(4.8) B is a subring of Ec containing D.

C) (4.5) and (4.6) are equivalent to the condition that EC(B) is weakly Galois (weakly

normal) in the sense of [5] and [15].
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(4.9) E is spanned over D by the semilinear transformations in the B(y)'s\

these semilinear transformations are units in B because of (4.1).

We capitalize further on the fact that B(y)=sD = Ds: Each B(y) is a

double E-module with D operating by multiplication on both right and left.

But B(y) is irreducible (one-dimensional) as a one-sided module, hence ir-

reducible as a double module. ThusE= J^.B(y) is a completely reducible

(double) module, and the standard theory of such modules applies. Every

irreducible submodule is isomorphic to some B(y) and hence shares with

B(y) the property of having the form sD. So the irreducible modules are

completely described by the following

(4.10) If sCB then sD is a double module isomorphic to B(y) if and only if

s = s't with s'CB(y) and tCAC\B (and s't^O in the "if" part). Let the iso-

morphism <f> carry 5 into s' in B(y) where s' is then a unit in B and is semi-

linear with associated automorphism iron D. Then (ds)<f> = ds' = s'da = [s(da)](ji

so that ds = s(da). Since also ds'=s'(da), t = s'-1s commutes with D—i.e.,

is linear—and is in E since 5/_1 and 5 are. The converse is trivial.

Note that t is in general a nonunit in AC\B. If t is a unit then sD is always

aE(7).

(4.11) Every irreducible submodule ofB is of the form sD, with s a semilinear

transformation. Every semilinear transformation belonging to B is of the form

s't with s'CB(y) for some y in T and tCAf\B. By (4.10) an irreducible sub-

module is generated by s't and s't is semilinear. Conversely, if s is semilinear,

then sD is a double submodule, necessarily irreducible, hence isomorphic to

some B(y) and (4.10) applies.

(4.12) Every double submodule of B (in particular, every ideal in B and

every subring of B containing D) is generated by semilinear transformations of

the form s't with s'CB(y) and tCAC\B. The submodule is also completely

reducible, which means that it is the sum of irreducible submodules, each of

which is generated by s't as in (4.11).

Following the theory of completely reducible modules further, we can

divide the class of E(y)'s into isomorphism classes Ia: if we let E„ be the sum

of all B(y) in Ia, then B is the direct sum of the Ea's. Furthermore, Ba con-

tains every irreducible submodule (a B(y) or otherwise) which is isomorphic

to a B(y) in /„. We examine these isomorphism classes more closely.

(4.13) Let B(y)=sD. Then B(y')^B(y) if and only if B(y')=stD with
t a unit in A(~\B, and in fact tCTr: this in turn is equivalent to y=y' (mod Ir)

[5, Lemme 2b].

By (4.10) if B(y')^sD, then B(y') =s'D, s=s't', t' linear, t' is a unit in E

since 5 and s' are, so we may write t=t'-lCAC\B and have B(y') =s'D=stD.

Then y-1y' = T(s)-1T(st) =T(t) is an inner automorphism in T, proving both

tCTr and 7=7'(mod Ir). Conversely, if 7=7'(mod Ir), let 7=7T(0 with /

linear, and let 7 =T(s), and s' = st-K Then T(s') =T(s)T(t)-1 =7' so that 5(7)

= sD and B(y') =stD are isomorphic by (4.10).

It now follows immediately that
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(4.14) The set of isomorphism classes Ia is in 1-1 correspondence with the

factor group T/lp.

(4.15) Choose sdB(y)dBa. Then Ba = sTrD. For by (4.13),

B« = Y B(y') =   Y stD = sTrD.
tGrr

We are almost ready now to compute [P:P]r. We need only compute

[PrP:P]r.

(4.16) If T is a space of linear transformations over the center Z of A and

[tA a set of elements in T independent over D, then a linear combination t of

{tp} with coefficients in D is a linear transformation if and only if the coefficients

are in Z (so that tdT). Hence [TD:D]r= [T:Z] [5, Lemme 2a]. If /= Yhds

with dpdD is a linear transformation, then Yhdpd = td=dt= Yh ddg for

every d in D; dd$=dpd from the independence of {tp} over P; each dp is in

the center of D, which equals the center Z of A. It follows that if {tg} is a

maximal set of elements of T independent over P (so that {t$} is a basis of

TD over D) then {tp} spans T over Z. Thus [TD:D]r^ [T:Z]. Since any

basis of T over Z spans TD over D, [TD:D]rS [T:Z]. This proves (4.16).

(4.17) If r is any group of automorphisms of A and B = B(T), then [B:D]r

= [T:lr][Tv'.Z] =the reduced order of T. Hence T has finite reduced order if

and only if B=B(T) has finite right dimension over D. B is the direct sum of

P„'s, [rTr] in number by (4.14); and each Ba has right dimension over P

equal to [TrD:D]r= [Tr:Z] by (4.15) and (4.16).

(4.18) Tr=AC\B. Tt is the set of all sums of linear transformations in

P(7)'s, hence TrdAC^B. Conversely, let ( be a linear transformation in B.

Then tD~lD by (4.10). By the general theory of completely reducible mod-

ules, tD is contained in the sum Ba of all P(7)'s that are isomorphic to IP.

(4.15) shows that this P« is IPrP, so that ( is a linear transformation in

PrP. Then iSGFr by (4.16).
(4.19) If AC\B is simple, then B is simple. Let 7 be a nonzero ideal in P.

Since J is a double submodule of P, (4.12) implies I is generated by semilinear

transformations of the form s't with s' a unit in B and t =5'_15 a nonzero linear

transformation in I. Thus ACMt^Q. But AP\I is an ideal in the simple ring

AC\B, so Ar\I = AC\B contains 1. Thus I = B.

(4.20) If T is a complete group (i.e. satisfies (4.2)) and B=B(T) then

T(B) =T. It is always true that T(B)Z)T. If s is a semilinear transformation

which is a unit in B we have to show that T(s) lies in T. By (4.11), s=s't,

s'dB(y), hence s' is a unit of P with T(s') GT, and t is an element of A which

must also be a unit in P. Thus t is in Pr and has a continuous inverse, so that

l\0er by the completeness of T. Therefore T(s) =T(s')T(t)dT.

(4.8), (4.9), (4.17), (4.18), (4.19), (4.20) show that if T is regular and

P=P(r) then PG«o and T(B) =T.
Next, let B be any ring in <B0 and let T =T(B).

(4.21) T is complete. Ii iGPr, then t is in A and also is a sum of linear ti's
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with r((i)£r. That is, each ti is in B, so that t is also in E. (This shows

TvCAC\B.) If, furthermore, t has a continuous inverse, this inverse must also

be in E (E is a simple ring with minimum condition and any element of E

having no inverse in B is a divisor of zero, which t is not). Thus t is a unit in

E, r(0€Er, and T is complete.

(4.22) Tv=AC\B is a simple finite-dimensional algebra over Z. If in (4.16)

we let T = AC\B we conclude that [T:Z] = [TD:D]r^ [B:D]r< oo. By as-

sumption (4.7) on B, AC\B is a simple algebra, now known to be finite-di-

mensional over Z. Hence every element of Af\B is a sum of units (e.g., cf.

[18]). The units, by definition of V, generate inner automorphisms belonging

to r, hence are in Er. Thus ^If^ECEr. The reverse inclusion is found in the

proof of (4.21).

Our next step is to prove E(r)=E. This is essentially based on Naka-

yama's fundamental lemmas [15, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.4].

(4.23) If C = Ee(B), then CD is a completely reducible homogeneous ring of

endomorphisms on M. By Theorem 1 the dimension of M over C equals the

dimension over D of a minimal right ideal in B, which is finite. Thus M satisfies

the minimum condition on C-submodules, and hence also on CE-submodules.

So we may find a minimal CE-submodule Mo. Let {st\ be semilinear trans-

formations which span E over D. Then ^ZM0Si = ^ZMoCDst= zZ^oSiDC

= M0BC = M, since M is irreducible under BC (Theorem 1). Furthermore,

while each sj is not a CE-homomorphism, it is C-linear and E-semilinear,

which is enough to guarantee that M0S{ is also an irreducible CE-module or

zero. Thus M is a sum of irreducible CE-modules. Since E(CD) CE(C)

= EC(C)=B by Theorem 1, the centralizer E(CD) equals

EC(CD) = EC(C) C\ EC(D) = BC\A

again by Theorem 1. By (4.22) Af^B is simple with minimum condition,

hence homogeneous. But if CD is completely reducible and E(CD) is homo-

geneous so is CD [5, p. 156].

(4.24) Every semilinear transformation s in B is a sum of semilinear trans-

formations which are units in B.

Split Minto a direct sum of irreducible CE-modules: M = Mi® ■ ■ ■ ® Mn.

Then sj^O on some Mt; say MiS^O. Since s is C-linear and E-semilinear,

Mis is also an irreducible CE-module and we may take it as the first summand

in another splitting of M: M = M{ ® • ■ ■ ©Af„' with Ml =Mxs. By (4.23)

all the Mi and Mi are CE-isomorphic, so we can choose isomorphisms </>,■

sending Mi into Mt and <pl sending M{ into Ml. Then define t=fo1s<t>l on

each Mi and we have an additive isomorphism on M, sending Mi onto Ml,

which is C-linear (hence a unit in E) and E-semilinear. In fact the automor-

phism of D associated with t is the same as that associated with our original s.

Thus st-1 actually commutes with both C and D, hence is in E(CD) =EC(CD)

= AC\B. Since AC\B is a simple finite-dimensional algebra, every element of

Af\B is a sum of units. If we write st_1= ^Z1* with each ti a unit in AC\B,
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then 5 = YtJ where each tit is a unit in B and also a semilinear transforma-

tion.

(4.25) IfBd<Bo and T=T(B), then also B=B(T). It is clear that P(r) CP.
For the inverse inclusion it suffices to show that every element in B is spanned

over D by elements in P(7)'s. The elements in P(7)'s are the semilinear

transformations which are units in P. The space they span over P contains

all semilinear transformations in P by (4.24), hence all elements of P, by

(4.6).
We can now appeal to (4.17) to guarantee that the reduced order of T

equals [P:P]r which is finite. This completes the proof that T is regular and

P=P(r) and thus also completes the proof of Theorem 2.

For later applications we need to consider the following generalization of

the concept of regular group:

Definition. A group T of automorphisms of A is said to be semi-regular

if it satisfies (4.2), (4.3) and, in place of (4.4), Pr is a semisimple ring.

With the exception of (4.23) and (4.24) all the definitions and lemmas of

this section carry over to semi-regular groups provided the word simple is

replaced by semisimple throughout. Even part of (4.23) still remains true:

CD is still a completely reducible module but will be homogeneous if and only

if r is actually regular, i.e. if Pr is simple. However (4.24) is definitely false

as is shown by the Teichmuller counterexample [6].

In particular then we may state the following, which we shall need in

Theorem 5':

(4.26). If T is a semi-regular group and B=B(T), then T =T(B).

5. Galois theory. We are now in a position to combine the results of the

preceding two sections to obtain the usual 1-1 correspondence between

groups and rings which constitutes the Galois theory proper. To this end

we have the following

Definitions. If T is a group of automorphisms on A, the fixed ring under

r is the set of all a in A with ay=a for all y in T.

If C is a subring of A, the Galois group of A over C is the set of all auto-

morphisms of A which are the identity on C.

A ring A is Galois over a subring C if C is the fixed ring under a regular

group.

The first two definitions are merely restatements of situations already

encountered, namely:

(5.1) The fixed ring under a group of automorphisms T of A is EC(B(T)).

Clearly cy=c if and only if t~xct—c for each t in B(y), so that cy=c for all

7 in T if and only if c commutes with P(r).

(5.2) The Galois group of A over Cis T(EC(C)). Every automorphism of A

is of the form T(s) with 5 a semilinear transformation which is a unit in Ec.

Now Y(s) is the identity on C if and only if sdEc(C). But then s^dE^C)

and so s is a unit in EC(C). Hence the Galois group is T(EC(C)).
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We can now state our fundamental theorem of Galois theory.

Theorem 3. Let A be a continuous transformation ring, Vo a regular group

of automorphisms of A, and Co the fixed ring under To. Then we have the usual

fixed ring-Galois group correspondence as a 1-1 correspondence between regular (*)

subgroups T of To and continuous transformation subrings C of A, containing

Co, and having simple centralizers A(C) in A.

Proof. In view of (5.1) and (5.2) it is clear that the Galois correspondence

is simply a composite of the correspondences described in Theorems 1 and 2

and all we need to check is that the various hypotheses of these theorems are

fulfilled in our present situation.

We begin by going from groups to rings. Thus let T be a regular subgroup

of T0 and let C = EC(B(T)) be the fixed ring under T. Since B=B(T) is in the

class <Bo of Theorem 2, C = EC(B) is a continuous transformation ring between

A and C0 satisfying all the hypotheses of the class Q of Theorem 1. Also, by

(4.18), .4(C) =A(~\B = Tt is simple and so C is a ring of the type described in

Theorem 3. Furthermore, by (5.2), the Galois group of A over C is T(EC(C))

which equals T(B) =T by Theorems 1 and 2. Hence half of the 1-1 correspond-

ence has been established.

To prove the rest, we further remark that since Co = Pc(P(r0)), Co is a

continuous transformation ring satisfying the hypotheses (i)-(iv) of Theorem

1. Now let C be a continuous transformation ring with A D CD Co. Then by

Proposition 3 in §3, C also satisfies (i)-(iv) and Theorem 1 shows B=Ec(C)dcB-

If Po denotes EC(C0), then PCPCPo and P0G<Bo. This shows that [B:D]r
< =o and B is spanned over D by semilinear transformations. (4.12). By Theo-

rem 1 (i*), B is completely primitive which combined with [B:D]r< oo shows

that B is simple with descending chain condition. Lastly, A(~\B=A(C) so

that, if A(C) is assumed simple, Bd'Bo- Hence the Galois group T = T(B) of

A over Cis regular (Theorem 2) and by (5.1) the fixed ring under T is EC(B(T))

= PC(P) by Theorem 2, which is C by Theorem 1. This completes the proof
of Theorem 3.

Proposition 4. If T is a regular subgroup of T0 and C is its fixed ring, then

h(A : C)i(A : C) =the reduced order of V.

Proof. The reduced order of V=[B(T):D]r=[B:D]r = h(A: C)i(A:C) by

(4.17), Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.

Next we have

Theorem 4. Let A be a continuous transformation ring and Co a Galois

subring. Let C be a continuous transformation subring of A containing Co and

a an isomorphism of C into A which is the identity on Co- Then, if both C and

(8) The hypothesis that T be a regular subgroup of V0 actually demands only that r be

complete and Tt be simple. The finiteness of the reduced order is automatic since r is a sub-

group of To which has finite reduced order.
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Co- have simple centralizers in A, a can be extended to an automorphism of A,

cf. [15, Lemma 1.3].

Proof. Let G be the set of endomorphisms g of M satisfying cg=g(ca).

Since Co<r = co, g lies in £(Co) =Ec(Co) so that GCEC. Hence we must find a

semilinear transformation 5 which is a unit in G, for then the automorphism

T(s) will induce a on C.

We first note that Gt^O: Since C and Ccr both contain Co, it follows from

Proposition 3 and (2.7) that M is completely reducible and homogeneous

both as C- and C<r-module. Then let V be an irreducible C-submodule and

let Vi be an irreducible Cc-submodule. Vi may also be regarded as a C-module

by defining xOc to be xca for each x in Vi. Since all faithful irreducible

C-submodules are isomorphic there is a C-isomorphism of V onto Vi which

will be an endomorphism g of V onto Vi with eg = gear. If K is a C-module

complement of V, g can then be extended to a nonzero element g of G by

setting Eg = 0.

Now DGCG and GDCG so that G is a double submodule of £c(Co)

— E(r0). Thus G is generated by semilinear transformations and we let 5 be

a nonzero linear transformation in G with associated automorphism r on D.

We then make iii"into a new CE-module ikft by defining xO(cd) =x(ca)(dr).

Then to finish the proof it will be sufficient to show that M and M* are iso-

morphic CE-modules, for such an isomorphism will be a semilinear transfor-

mation which is a unit in G. Since the set of operators induced on itf* by CE-

modules is exactly CaD, M and ikff are both completely reducible homo-

geneous CE-modules. Moreover the nonzero 5 chosen above is a nonzero CD

homomorphism of M into M\ which must induce an isomorphism of some

irreducible CE-submodule W of M onto an irreducible CE-submodule W^

of M\ Thus to show M=M^ we need only show dim (M/CD)

= dim (M^/CD). But

dim (M/Co) = dim (M/CD) dim (W/C0)

and

dim (MVCo) = dim (M1/CD) dim (W*/Ct).

Furthermore M and Aff are identical finite Co-modules so that dim (M/C0)

= dim (7kff/Co); W and W^ are isomorphic CE-modules, hence isomorphic

Co-modules so that dim (W/C0) =dim (W^/Co), which shows dim (M/CD)

= dim (M^/CD).
The third typical theorem of the classical Galois theory consists of a state-

ment like "The intermediate ring C is Galois over the base ring C0 if and only

if the Galois group r of A over C is normal in the Galois group T0 of A over

Co". This statement is not true in general even in the case of division rings:

For, as is well known, the largest subgroup of rc in which T can be normal

is A= {X£r0| CK = C}, which in general is not complete and so cannot be T0.
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However, for division rings this is the only difficulty in the sense that if A'

is the completion of A in To(9), then A' = ro is a necessary and sufficient con-

dition for C to be Galois over Co [3, Theoreme 37]. Hochschild [6, Theorem

2.5] and Nakayama [15, Theorem 7] prove A'=r0 implies that C0 is the

fixed ring under some (not necessarily regular) group of automorphisms of C;

and conversely, provided certain assumptions on the relation of C and C0 are

made. Our next theorems show that in fact A' =r0 implies that Co is the fixed

ring under a semiregular group of automorphisms on C so that C(Co) is semi-

simple, and that conversely if C0 is the fixed ring under a semiregular group

of automorphisms on C, To =A'. In case [D:Z]<&> (including the case where

A is a finite-dimensional algebra) we can prove T0 = A' under the sole assump-

tion that Co is the fixed ring under any group of automorphisms of C.

However, even if A is a finite-dimensional simple algebra one cannot expect

A' =To to imply that C is Galois over Co as is shown by the following example:

Let P be the field of real numbers, K the field of complex numbers,

V = K®rK, K~i the ring of endomorphisms of V consisting of the right

multiplications on Fby the elements of K®1, K2 the ring of right multiplica-

tions on F by 1 ®K, A the ring of all P-linear transformations on V, C the

ring of all Pi-linear transformations on F, Ca = K2. A is a central simple alge-

bra of finite dimension over R and C and Co are simple subalgebras so that C

and Co are Galois in A (by the classical theory [7, p. 104], A(C) is a simple

subalgebra such that A (A (C)) = C, so that C is the fixed ring under the regular

group of inner automorphisms by units of .4(C), and similarly for Co). But

C(Co) contains K~i and K2 in its center, so that this center has KxK2^Kx®rK2

in it and so contains two orthogonal idempotents. Thus C(Co) is not simple.

Actually, by the Corollary to Theorem 5', C(Co) is semi-simple and A'=r0.

Theorem 5. Let A be a continuous transformation ring and let Co be a Galois

subring with Galois group To- Further, let C be a continuous transformation sub-

ring containing Co, A the group of all automorphisms in To which leave C setwise

invariant, and A' the completion of A in To- Then if A' =T0, Co is the fixed ring

under a semiregular group of automorphisms of C, namely A| C; and Paic

= C(Co) is semi-simple.

Proof. We first note that A restricted to C, which we denote by A | C, is

the Galois group of C over Co, and so is complete. Indeed, by Theorem 4, any

such automorphism can be extended to an element of T0 and thus lies in A.

Hence Co will be the fixed ring under a group of automorphisms of C if and

only if it is the fixed ring under A | C. But since A' =T0 the fixed ring in A of

A is Co and so Co is the fixed ring under A | C.

Now by Proposition 3, C and C0 are in exactly the same relation to each

other as A and C are in §§3 and 4 and h(C: Co) < °°. Thus if E is for the

(9) The smallest complete subgroup of T0 containing A; the group generated by A and the

units of 7a. We note the more or less obvious facts B(A) =5(A'), 7a = 7a'.
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moment the endomorphism ring of an irreducible C-module and E(C)=D we

have, by Proposition 2, [E(C0) :D]r=h(C: C0)i(C: Co) < oo. But by (4.17) the

reduced order of A| C= [E(A| C):D]r and E(A| C)CE(C0) so that A| C is of

finite reduced order.

Finally we consider C(C0) and its radical E. C(Co) is a subalgebra of

A (Co) over Zf\Co; A(Co) is finite over the center Z oi A (4.18) and it is easily

seen(10) that Z is finite over Zf\C0 so that C(C0) is a finite-dimensional

algebra and R is nilpotent. Since C(Co)CE0, B0R is a left ideal in E0 = E(r0)

= E(A) and we proceed to show that it is a two-sided ideal. E0 is generated

by semilinear transformations I where T(t) is in A and leaves C, Co and so

C(C0) setwise fixed, thus producing an automorphism of C(C0). Hence

t-1Rt = KT(t)=R and so BoRt = Bot-1Rt = B0R, proving B0R is a two-sided

ideal in the simple ring E0 (Theorem 2). Since R is nilpotent, BoR^Bo- Thus

0=EoEZ)E, C(Co) is a semisimple finite-dimensional algebra so that C(Co)

is generated by its units. But the units of C(C0) are exactly the units c in C

with T(c)GA| C, which generate Eaic- Therefore, Eaic = C(Co) is semisimple

and AI C is semiregular.

Theorem 5'. Let A be a continuous transformation ring, Co a Galois sub-

ring with Galois group To, C a continuous transformation subring containing

Co, A the group of all automorphisms in T0 leaving C setwise fixed, and A' the

completion of A. If Co is the fixed ring of some group of automorphisms of C and

C(CQ) is semisimple, then A' =r0.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5 it follows that Co is the fixed ring

under A | C. This leads us to study B' =E(A) and we begin by showing that it

is semi-simple. Now B'Z)B=EC(C) and so is a double E-module. Furthermore

B'= zZtB with T(t)CA and since CT(0 = C and Ecr(0 =EC, it follows that

BT(t)=t~1Bt=B so that tB is a double E-submodule. Moreover tB is irre-

ducible, for if tb^OCtB, then BtbB = tBbB=tB because BbB is a nonzero

two-sided ideal in the simple ring B. Thus E' is a completely reducible double

E-module. Now just as in (4.10) every irreducible double E-submodule is of

the form tcB, with T(t)CA and c an element of B' commuting with E. Thus

c is in EC(B) = C and since it is also in E0, it is in C(C0). The radical E of B'

is a double E-submodule of B' and so, if it is not zero, contains the module

tcB for some nonzero t and c. Thus c=t~1(tc) lies in E and so EP\C(Co) would

be a nonzero ideal in C(C0)- But B', being finite over D, satisfies the minimum

condition so that R is nilpotent. Then so is EC\C(Co) contradicting the semi-

simplicity of C(Co). Hence B' is semi-simple.

Now EC(B') is the fixed ring of A and since EC(B')CEC(B) this is the same

as the fixed ring of A| C which as we saw is C0. But then from the extended

form of our centralizer theorem,  Proposition  1, we have B' = E(EC(B'))

(10) The restriction of r0 to Z is a homomorph of To/Iro which is finite since To has finite

reduced order. Thus Z is finite over the fixed subfield ZP\C0 [l, Theorem 14].
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= P(Co) =P(r0) (so that B' is actually simple) and A' = r(P(A')) =T(P(r0))

= T0 by (4.26) and Theorem 2.

Corollary. Let D be the division ring of A with center Z. Then if [D:Z]

< oo, Theorem 5' remains valid without the assumption C(Co) semi-simple.

Proof. We shall show that [D:Z]<<x> actually implies C(Co) semi-simple.

As in footnote 10, Z is a finite extension of the field Z(~\Co, which lies in the

center of P0. But [P0:ZnCo] = [B0:D]r[D:Z]\Z:Z(~\Co\ and all three of

these factors are finite, so that Po is a finite-dimensional algebra over ZC\Co-

Note that P is a finite-dimensional subalgebra since ZrN\C0CP^C = the

center Zb of P. Furthermore, by the argument in footnote 10 with A| C

replacing To and Zb replacing Z, ZB is separable over ZBC\Co. (This is the

only use we make of the hypothesis that Co is the fixed ring under a group of

automorphisms of C.) Now let Z0 be the center of P0 so that B0 is a central

simple algebra over Z0. The subalgebra BZ0 is a homomorph of the scalar

extension B®zBc\zaZo and so is finite-dimensional and semi-simple since B

is finite-dimensicnal and separable over ZbC\Co = ZjBP\Zo. The proof of the

classical theorem on centralizers of simple subalgebras of a central simple

algebra given in [7, p. 103] applies equally well to show that B0(BZ0) is semi-

simple. But Po(PZo) =P»(P) =B0r\Ec(B) =Ec(C0)r\C= C(Co).
In particular our corollary yields Hochschild's result [6, Theorem 2.5]

without the additional hypothesis imposed there. The fact that this hypoth-

esis is superfluous was already noted by Nakayama [15, p. 290].

In case [D:Z]< co and Z is of characteristic 0 it follows that C(Co) is

semi-simple without even assuming Co is the fixed ring of A| C. Indeed, this

hypothesis was used only to show Zb separable over ZbC\Co, which is auto-

matic in the case of characteristic zero.

It is plausible that, without any extra assumption, C0 being the fixed ring

under A | C implies C(Co) semi-simple, but we have no further information on

this subject.

We remark finally that if A' = T0, C( Co) must be a sum of isomorphic simple

ideals. For let I be the sum of all simple ideals of C(Co) isomorphic to a fixed

one, so that I is a two-sided ideal of C(Co) setwise invariant under all the

automorphisms of C(C0). Then if 7=^C(C0) there is an e^0 in C(C0) such that

2"e = 0. But then just as in the proof of the semi-simplicity of C(Co) in Theo-

rem 5, BaI = Bo which would yield P0e = 0, a contradiction.
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